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Sir/madam
I have been working as a public health expert since last 10 years and involved myself in research and medical graduate teaching. Generation of new knowledge in public health discipline is paramount in shaping the interventions to improve the health of the people. It cannot be achieved since we do not have the mechanism to communicate and share the knowledge that is generated continuously across the globe. Journal provides collective opportunity if it is shared across the globe, which means effective readership. Pubmed Central is reputed and well acknowledged archive of scientific knowledge which further provides opportunity to various journals to enhance their scientific readership and comment critically on the knowledge in order to further improve it in a constructive and logical pattern.

Journal of Community Medicine and Health Education has been continuously and regularly publishing high quality of manuscripts. Considering its experience and repute in scientific community I strongly recommend this journal to be indexed in PubMed Central. The Journal staff and editorial board members have worked very hard for the journal to establish its high professional standing.

With Warm Regards

(Dinesh Kumar)